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Friends of Richard Nixon tell us he is in no condition to testify at the Water-
gate. Nixon is so depressed, they say that he can't bear to discuss Watergate. Any cross-examination, they fear, would cause his emotional collapse.

They definitely hope, therefore, that the doctors will accept his advice as medi-

As of now, say our sources, he is leaning in favor of the property Fidel Castro stashed from the US interests. On the other hand, we have also seen intelligence reports of a Cuban-American detente. There is the possibility that Castro's government and the US government will probably agree to re-

The court sources believe Judge John Doe has assigned a task to Nixon to appear in court, the judge is expected to testify.

The pursuers of Richard Nixon have managed to make themselves look eccentric from the outside.

Their economic dficit, Alm Green bumper told a group of poor people that stock 

The reforms. And Ford, rather than risk public financing of presidential cam-
paigns. He has pulled strings on Capital Hill, therefore, to kill the campaign-

He was far more successful, they say, so he began listening to the other leaders.
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